Reseaches along the Roman frontier of Algeria
International Conference (Padova, 29-30 November 2023)
Sala Sartori, Palazzo Liviano

29 November - DBC’s researches at the site of Gemellae
14:30-14:40 Opening
14:40-15:00 PAOLA ZANDOVELLO, JACOPO TURCHETTO (Università di Padova)
The site of Gemellae: the historical and topographic framework
15:00-15:20 ANDREA MILLERI (Università di Padova)
Gemellae 1857-1977: 120 years of researches
15:20-15:40 JACOPO TURCHETTO, CATERINA PREVATO (Università di Padova)
The urbanistic organisation
15:40-16:00 CATERINA PREVATO (Università di Padova)
Construction techniques, materials and their supply
16:00-16:30 Break
16:30-16:50 EMANUELA FARISI, FRANCESCA ADRESSI, GIUSEPPE SALEM (Università di Padova)
Gemellae: from invisible to visible. Virtual reconstruction proposals
16:50-17:10 GIOVANNA CAGNINI (Università di Padova)
From historical researches to current participatory valorization projects
17:10-17:30 ARMANDO DI GUO (Università di Padova)
“How to marry a Berber princess” or a Berber shepherd: flying into the future in the blue Baradez’s skies
17:30-18:00 Discussion

30 November - Researches in Roman Numidia
09:00-09:20 ALAIN RUSHAMORTH (The Archaeological Practice Ltd in Newcastle upon Tyne)
The Limes Numidensis: current knowledge and questions
09:20-09:40 YACINE RABAH HADD (Université d’Alger 2)
Archaeological sites in the Limes Numidensis, some questions and thoughts
09:40-10:00 STEVE BÖCICHER (UVR Bonni), EDOUARD DESCHLER-ERI (University of Cologne)
The ‘fabrica’ of the legionary fortress of Lambaesis: the re-discovered documentation of unpublished excavations of 1972/1973: first results and outlook
10:00-10:20 YASSER NASSEM BENZAGOUTA, MIREM SISIRI (CRAT, Algerie)
New technologies as means to preserve Heritage in the face of natural and anthropogenic risks
10:20-11:00 Discussion
11:00-11:30 Break
11:30-11:50 SOUFI SUMAM, HANANE KHERBOUCHE (Université de Constantine 2)
L’œuf et le Limes dans le Hodna
11:50-12:10 ABDELKAZI ZIADON SACILI, ROMAN DALL, RACHIDA DAI (Université de Batna)
Heritage protection plans (PPMVSA) as a strategy of protecting Roman sites alongside the Limes in Algeria
12:10-12:30 FATMA ZOUBIA BAHDA (Université de Batna 1)
The Roman Forum of Timgad: a new survey and preliminary analysis
12:30-13:00 Discussion

30 November - Roman ambiances: new perspectives
15:00-15:20 AZIZOUNE BELKHEMM (Université de Batna)
Reading Roman ambiances from antique visual resources
15:20-15:30 HANA DIOUADJI (Université de Batna)
Roman bathic: Ambiances and architectural devices
15:30-15:40 ROMAN ACHRAF ZENEIGA (Université de Biskra)
Roman domestic ambiances: State of the art
15:40-15:50 MANAL GHENDA (Université de Biskra)
The Roman Forum’s ambiances: The cinematographic imagination
15:50-16:00 RACHA MEKOUANE (Université de Biskra)
The dome as a symbol of the Divine light: Virtual restitution of the Authentic Ottoman Ketchaoua mosque’s dome in Algiers
16:00-16:10 OUEIM GUEBLIS (Université de Biskra)
Locational interrelations between Berber collective granary citadels and Roman forts in the Aurès massif
16:10-16:20 DORSAF ZIO (ENAU Tunis)
Survivals of antique ambiances in the place of the Roman basins in Gafsa, Tunisia
16:20-16:30 NOUR BIN DAI (ENAU Tunis)
Roman sacred buildings in the Maghreb: ambiances related specificities
16:30-17:00 Break
17:00-18:30 Round Table and final discussion